
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE AGAINST KING GEORGE III

Below is the list of 27 complaints the Colonists had against King George III. words have been forgotten unlike the ideas
in the Declaration of Independence.

They thought that abstract ideas mattered, that fact-based political discourse was not only possible but
persuasive, and that a nation could be founded on the not yet fully realized ideal of human liberty. When
William Herschel discovered Uranus in , he at first named it Georgium Sidus George's Star after the King,
who later funded the construction and maintenance of Herschel's foot telescope , which was the biggest ever
built at the time. And when other countries pass retaliatory tariffs, it hurts American producers as well, like the
Iowa soybean farmers who used to sell a majority of their crop to China. A brief lull in hostilities allowed Pitt
to concentrate effort on Ireland, where there had been an uprising and attempted French landing in  Angry
colonists started boycotts, famously dumped tea in Boston Harbor, and formed the Stamp Act Congress to
formally protest the trade restrictions. He has kept among us, in times of peace, standing armies without the
consent of our legislatures. Being loyal to whoever was signing their paycheck, the judges were ready to do
the bidding of the King â€” not the people. They reported about the rapid growth in wealth and population and
the great influx of German immigrants. Brought to a head over the lack of American representation in
Parliament, which was seen as a denial of their rights as Englishmen and often popularly focused on direct
taxes levied by Parliament on the colonies without their consent, the colonists resisted the imposition of direct
rule after the Boston Tea Party. The presence of troops was always a cause of complaint; and when, finally,
the colonists boldly opposed the unjust measures of the British government, armies were sent hither to awe the
people into submission. What the Colonists say: "He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and
necessary for the public good. Pitt sought to appoint Fox to his ministry, but George refused. With the passage
of the Quebec Act , parliament invested a legislative council in Canada with all powers except levying of
taxes. Grievance 1[ edit ] "He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the
public good. George's review of 27, volunteers in Hyde Park, London , on 26 and 28 October and at the height
of the invasion scare, attracted an estimated , spectators on each day. We have warned them from time to time
of attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. Since newspapers were printed
on stamped paper, those most affected by the introduction of the duty were the most effective at producing
propaganda opposing the tax. As a result, the Royal Proclamation of prohibited settlement west of the
Appalachian mountains though it was often honored in the breach. They are disconnected from the ideals,
intentions and dreams of our founding fathers and seem intent on remaking the country to conform with their
radical beliefs. Doing so saved the British the embarrassment of having colonial courts convict British
officials of crimes, but it enraged the colonists. The military there, and also in New York, was made
independent of, and superior to, the civil power, and this, too, in a time of peace, before the Minute-men were
organized. It was contention on the one hand for the great political truth that taxation and representation are
inseparable, and a lust for power and the means for replenishing an exhausted treasury, on the other. He sent
the British military to attack colonists, burn their towns, attack their ships at sea, and destroy the lives of the
people. Lord Grenville perceived an injustice to Fox, and refused to join the new ministry. Almost unlimited
power was also given to the governor, and the people were indeed subjected to "a jurisdiction foreign to their
constitution " by these creatures of royalty. This act was loudly condemned on the floor of Parliament as
unworthy of a Christian people, and "a refinement of cruelty unknown among savage nations. He has erected a
multitude of new offices, and sent hither swarms of officers to harass our people and eat out their substance.
Secretary Conway informed the Americans that Parliament would not pursue legal action against colonists
who had actively protested against the Stamp Acts , provided that the assemblies would pay for any public
property which had been destroyed. There are many others, but these examples will suffice. The King is a
tyrant, because he keeps standing armies in the colonies during a time of peace, makes the military power
superior to the civil government, and forces the colonists to support the military presence through increased
taxes. The setbacks in Europe took a toll on Pitt's health and he died in , reopening the question of who should
serve in the ministry. And for the support of this declaration , with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine
Providence , we mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes , and our sacred honor. Although the
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Declaration does not name the specific legislation passed by Parliament, its listing of the abuses and
usurpation effectively covers the history of the King and Parliament's attempts to gain more power and control
over the colonies. He has endeavored to prevent the population of these states; for that purpose obstructing the
laws for naturalization of foreigners , refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither , and raising
the conditions of new appropriations of lands. George surrendered the Crown Estate to Parliamentary control
in return for a civil list annuity for the support of his household and the expenses of civil government. King
George, however, worried that more migrants from other countries would weaken colonial dependence on
Great Britain, further shifting the balance of political power to the colonial legislatures. The colonists waited,
but the King "utterly neglected to attend to them. This act also eliminated the practice of town meetings and
also the election of jurors. Addington opposed emancipation, instituted annual accounts, abolished income tax
and began a programme of disarmament. The Colonial assemblies protested against these measures, leading to
the formation of the Committees of correspondence in 


